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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the striking features of quantum mechanics is the decay of a
meta-stable state. In contrast with classical mechanics a quantum particle
initially trapped by a potential eventually tunnels through the potential as
time goes on. The probability of remaining inside the trap is observed to
decay approximately exponentially and this has been shown mathemati-
w xcally in various situations 1, 3, 9 .
2 2  . 2 .For a Schrodinger operator H s yd rdx q V x in L R is H had aÈ
 .  .complex eigenvalue l y ie e ) 0 , then p t , the probability that ao
particle initially in state w remains in the state at time t, is
22 2i H t yil t ye < t < y2 e < t <o : 5 5p t s w , e w s e e w s e .
which implies exact exponential decay. However, it is well known that this
is impossible. One way to approach the problem is to find a resonance, a
  .y1 :pole of the analytic continuation in z of w, H y z c for all w, c with
w xcompact support 8 but resonance defined by a pole requires some
 .restrictions for V x at infinity like exponential decay or dilation analytic-
ity. For a potential of compact support in an interval with a resonance,
w xSkibsted 9 showed exponential decay with an explicit error estimate on
1r2 w xthe half-line which grows at t . Lavine 7 claimed that for an operator
w .which doesn't have analytic continuation for resonance on 0, ` with
Dirichlet boundary condition, approximate exponential decay with error
uniform in t can be obtained. Here a similar result is obtained on R.
*This is based on the author's Ph.D. thesis at University of Rochester.
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Although the potential doesn't satisfy such restrictions, existence of the
approximate state and complex eigenvalue is nevertheless proved.
2. EXPONENTIAL DECAY
The idea to prove approximate exponential decay is to relate it to the
resolvent
1 y1i H t yil t :  :w , e w s e Im w , H y l y i0 w dl, .H
p R
 .where E is the spectral measure family for H. If Hw s l y ie w, thel o
1 2y1 yil tye < t <o  . : 5 5Fourier Transform of Im w, l y l y ie w is e w asop
required but the resonance function w is a solution of an eigenvalue
2 .equation which is not in L R . Then it is natural to cut it off and for such
  .y1 :cut off w we can express w, H y l y i0 w in terms of boundary
values, i.e., a Dirichlet]Neumann map defined below. First we are going to
 .show approximate exponential decay for a potential V x of compact
w x  .support in an interval x , x and next for a potential V x whose tail isy q
convex outside the interval. It is known that the resolvent is given by
y1 :w , H y z w s w x g z , x , y w y dxdy, 2.1 .  .  .  .  .HH
 .where g z, x, y is a Green's function which is given in terms of outgoing
 .solutions c z, x satisfying"
yc Y z , x q V x c z , x s zc z , x . 2.2 .  .  .  .  ." " "
 . w x  .Assume that V x has compact support in x , x . Then c z, x sy q "
" i z x’e for x F x or x G x and Im z ) 0.y q
LEMMA 2.1. If yuY q Vu s z u , i s 1, 2, theni i i i
b bX Xz y z u x u x dx s u x u x y u x u x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .H2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 a
a
Proof. Use integration by parts.
2 2  .DEFINITION 2.2. For z g C not an eigenvalue of yd rdx q V x on
w xx , x with Dirichlet boundary condition, define the Dirichlet]Neumanny q
 .  . 2 2map L z as follows: L z : C ª C is given by
f x yu9 x .  .y y
L z s , .  /  /f x u9 x .  .q q
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 4 2  .where given f : x , x ª C , u x is the unique solution of BVP,y q
yu0 x q V x u x s zu x .  .  .  . w xu x s f x , x g x , x . .  ." " y q
 .It is easily checked that L z is well-defined and satisfies the following
properties.
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. For real l and the Green's function g l, x, y , the
following hold:
1 L l is self-adjoint. .  .
g l, x , x g l, x , x .  .y1 y y y q’2 L l y i l s . .  . .  /g l, x , x g l, x , x .  .q y q q
g l, x , x yg l, x q 0, x .  .y " x y "3 L l s . .  .  /  /g l, x , x g l, x y 0, x .  .q " x q "
 .Combining 2.1 with Proposition 2.3, the resolvent can be expressed in
terms of Dirichlet]Neumann maps in the following.
 .  .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 2.4. If yc 0 x q V x c x s zc x with V x com-
w x  .  .pactly supported in x , x and w x s x c x , then the real ly q w x , x xy q
5 5 2wy12< <z y l w , H y l y i0 w y : . /z y l
w x .y1 y’s L l y i l L z y L l , .  .  . . .  /w x .q
w x .y’L z y i l . 2.3 .  . . ; /w x .q
 .Proof. Using some properties of Green's function and 2.1 , the result
is obtained from Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3.
Let
­w x r­ x ­c l, x r­ x .  ." " "
b x s " , a l, x s " , 2.4 .  .  ." "w x c l, x .  ." " "
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where the c are outgoing solutions and w is as in the previous proposi-" ’ ’ .  .  .tion. Note that a l, x s i l , b x s i z . Hence 2.3 gives" "
x1 qy12 2< <  : < <z y l w , H y l y i0 w y w dx . Hz y l xy
w x .ys L z y L l , .  . .  /w x .q
w x .y1 y’L l q i l L z y L l .  .  . . . ; /w x .q
w x .yq L z y L l , .  . .  /w x .q
w x .y1 y’ ’L l q i l L l y i l .  . .  . ; /w x .q
< < 2b x y a l, x .  .y y 2< < < <F b x y a l, x q w x .  .  .y y y< < /Im a l, x .y
< < 2b x y a l, x .  .q q 2< < < <q b x y a l, x q w x .  .  .q q q< < /Im a l, x .q
2’ ’< <z y l 2 2’ ’< < < < < <s q z y l w x q w x . 2.5 .  .  . .y q’ /l
 .  .Applying Lemma 2.1 to w x and w x and z s l y ie ,o
xe q2 2 2< < < < < <w x q w x F w x dx. 2.6 .  .  .  .Hy q
l’ xyo
For the case of potential of compact support and a resonance, the
following approximate exponential decay is obtained.
 . w o o xTHEOREM 2.5. Suppose that V x is bounded, has support in x , x ,y q
2 2  . 2 .  .and H s yd rdx q V x on L R has a resonance at l y ie l , e ) 0 ,o o
i.e., a pole in continued resol¨ ent. Let c be the resonance eigenfunction
normalized so that
x oq 2< <c x dx s 1 .H
oxy
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and let w s x o o c . Thenw x , x xy q
yi H t yil t ye < t <o :w , e w y e e
8e 2e ’ ’F q 2 4 y 6 y 2 .
pl pl o o
2 2’l r4 q e q l r2o o’q 2 y 2 log . .
2 2 0’l r4 q e y l r2o o
Proof. Note that
yi H t yil t ye < t <o :w , e w y e e
lo `2 e
2F q dlH H 2 2 /3l op y` l y l q e .2 o
3l o2 ey12  :q Im w , H y l y i0 w y dl. .H 2 2lop l y l q e .2 o
A simple calculation shows that
lo `2 e 8e
2 q dl FH H 2 2 /3l op ply` l y l q e . o2 o
 .  .and by 2.5 , 2.6
3l o ey12  :Im w , H y l y i0 w y dl .H 2 2lo l y l q e .2 o
2 2’l r4 q e q l r2e o o’ ’ ’F 2 4 y 6 y 2 q 2 y 2 log . .  .
2 2l  0’l r4 q e y l r20 o o
The deviation from exponential decay is small for small e because the
<  o .  o . < < <numerators b x y a l, x are small when l y l y ie is small on" " o
an interval containing l . Thus a resonance is not necessary for approxi-o
mate exponential decay if there is a solution w satisfying the BVP
¡yw0 x q V x w x s l y ie w x .  .  .  .  .o
o~ w9 x . 2.7 ."o ob x s " s a l , x q d , .  ." o " "o¢ w x ."
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where the d are small. Then a similar result can be obtained even for a"
potential which does not allow a definition of resonance.
 .  .   . 4   .For low energy l define x l , x l by sup x N V x ) l , inf x N V xq y
4  .  .    ..4 ) l and s l , s l by inf s N V ) l in s, x l , sup s N V ) lq y q
  . .4in x l , s . For a complex number z, we replace l by Re z. Lety
 .  . 2 2E x , x , E x , x be the lowest eigenvalue of the operator yd rdxD y q N y q
 . w xq V x acting on x , x with the Dirichlet, Neumann boundary condi-y q
 .  .   .  ..tion at the endpoints, and let E l , E l be E x l , x l ,D N D y q
  .  ..  . 2 .E x l , x l , respectively. Assume that V x g C R satisfiesN y q
 .  .  .i V x G 0, V x ª 0 as x ª "`
 .  .  .ii for some l ) 0 with x l ) 0 ) x l ,c q c y c
V 0 x ) 0 on y`, x l j x l , ` 2.8 .  .  .  . .  .y c q c
 .  .iii E l - lD c c
 . o  . <  o . <iv for some x , r , and r definded later V 9 x )" o "
or r q r y V x .’  .o "
 .  .Under the assumptions i and ii which say V has a convex tail and
  .  ..imply that V decreases to 0 outside x l , x l , we can show thaty c q c
 .  .there exist outgoing solutions c l, x of 2.2 such that"
< <V 9 x V 9 x .  ." "
a l, x y i l y V x q F ,’ .  ." " 4 l y V x 4 l y V x .  . .  ." "
2.9 .
l y V x ."’l G Im a l, x G , 2.10 .  ." ’l
< <l l y l’ 1 1 2
< <a l , x y a l , x F , l ) l ) l 2.11 .  .  .1 " 2 " 2 1 3l y V x .1 "
  ..   . .for x in y`, x l and x in x l , ` . The existence of they y c q q c
w xsolution follows by considering an equivalent integral equation; see 7 for
 .proofs of statements above. Assumption iii says that there is a classically
 .  .allowed region enclosed by barriers where V x ) E l . In the nextD c
 .section we prove that there exists E - l such that E E s E . Sinceo c D o o
  ..   ..we know that " x E V 9 x E - 0, we have for some positive a, d" o " o




 .x z" ’B z s max exp q 2 V x y Re z dx . 2.13 .  .  .H
q,y  .s z"
We also show
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Under the assumption on V in 2.8 , there exist positi¨ e
 . < <  .numbers r and r F CB r such that r y E - r and if B r is small0 o o o o
 . < < oenough, there exist c , z s l y ie with z y r - r and x such thato o o o "
yc 0 q Vc s z c ,o
De oxq2 2 2o o< < < < < <c x q c x F c x dx , 2.14 .  . .  . Hy q
o1 y Dd xy
c 9 x o ."o ob x s " s a l , x q d , 2.15 . .  ." o " "oc x ."
< <  .  o .where d F d and for c satisfying 1 y c l ) max V x ," o "q,y
1 y c l’ . o
D s ,o1 y c l y max V x .  .o "q,y
< o <max V 9 x .< < "2 r q E y lo o q,yd s q 1 .3r2o ol y 2 r y max V x .  0o "’ 2 l y 2 r y max V x . /o "q,y q ,y
 .Remark 1. The conclusion ``B r small enough'' can be made moreo
 .explicit. That is, B r should be so small that r, a solution of a quadratico
 .inequality, exists. In particular, it is required that B r be compared too
the gap between the first two eigenvalues of a boundary value problem for
2 2  .yd rdx q V x on an interval containing the allowed region. The gap
may depend strongly on the shape of the potential in this interval. If V is
w xconvex inside the interval, a lower bound for the gap is available in 6 and
so we would guess that the gap is close to the gap which is convex inside
w xlarge barrior. If V has a double well, the gap may be quite small 2 . The
following result says that if there exists c as given by Proposition 2.6,
approximate exponential decay results for the initial state given by cutting
off c , and the error is small if e and d are small.
A similar result as in Theorem 2.5 is obtained for the potential satisfying
 .2.8 .
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2 2  .THEOREM 2.7. Let H s yd rdx q V x . Let c be the solution gi¨ en
by Proposition 2.6, normalized so that
x oq 2< <c x dx s 1 .H
oxy
 .  o .  .o oand let w s x c . If 1 y c l ) max V x c - 1 , thenw x , x x o "y q q,y
yi H t yil t ye < t <o :w , e w y e e
28e D
2 2F q 2pd q 4cl D eopl c 1 y Ddo
2 2cl q e .oq 1 y c l pd q De log , 2.16’ .  .o 2 /e
where D and d are gi¨ en in Proposition 2.6.
Proof. Use the same argument as in Theorem 2.5 and replace
 .  .  . .l r2, 3l r2 by 1 y c l , 1 q c l so that we obtain the first term ino o o o ’ .2.16 . Note that the formula in Proposition 2.3 is still valid when i l is
 .replaced by L l , the Dirichlet]Neumann map for the outgoing solutiono
  U  ..y1   ..but L l y L l L l y L l has no longer norm less than 1. Foro o
two self-adjoint operators A, B and b any real, we know
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5A q iB A y iB F 1 q 2 B y b A q iB . .  .  .
 .  .  .   o .Take A s L l y ReL l , B s ImL l and b s Im a l , x qo o o y
 o ..Im a l , x r2 so thato q
y1U5 5L l y L l L l y L l .  .  .  . .  .o o
< o o <Im a l , x y Im a l , x .  .o y o qF 1 q o o< < < <min a l , x , a l , x .  . .o y o q
1 y c l . os s D 1 y c l .’ . oo o1 y c l y max V x , V x .  .  . .o y q
 .By 2.10 for any 0 F c F 1
l 1 y c l’1  .’ o 0F F s D.o o oIm a l , x l y V x 1 y c l y max V x . .  .  .o " o " o "q,y
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’  .  .Replacing i l by L l in 2.5 , the calculations above giveo
o1 xy1 q2 2< <  : < <z y l w , H y l y i0 w y w dx . Ho
oz y l xo y
< o o < 2F D b x y a l, x .  . y y
2o o o< < < <q 1 y c l b x y a l, x w x’ .  .  .  ./o y y y
< o o < 2q D b x y a l, x .  . q q
2o o o< < < <q 1 y c l b x y a l, x w x .’ .  .  .  ./o q q q
 .  .Now we can have 2.16 integrating the above over the interval 1 y c l ,0
 . .  .1 q c l with 2.15 .o
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION
 .In this section existence of the solution of 2.7 is shown which implies
approximate exponential decay. The idea of the proof is that when the
potential has a large barrier, the eigenvalue z is insensitive to change in
 .boundary conditions so that the boundary condition of 2.7 can be
achieved.
 0 0 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that w b , z, x , x is up to a constant multiplier
the unique solution analytic in z g C of the IVP
¡ 2­ w
0 0 0 o 0 oy b , z , x , x q V x w b , z , x , x s zw b , z , x , x . .  .  .2­ x
o~ for x ) x
o o o­wr­ x b , z , x , x .  .
oy s b .o o o¢ w b , z , x , x .
3.1 .
 o o .  o o .  o o .Define b b , z, x , x s w9 b , z, x , x rw b , z, x , x for z, x whereq
 o o .w b , z, x , x / 0. Then
x 2o oy w b , z , x , x ds .o o H­b b , z , x , x . oq xs . 3.2 .2o o­ z w b , z , x , x .
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o  o o .Proof. For b fixed, by Lemma 2.1 we have suppressing b , x in w
x
z y z w z , s w x , s ds .  .  .H1 2 1 2
ox
s w z , x w z , x yb z , x q b z , x . .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .Dividing by z y z and taking the limit z , z ª z, 3.2 is obtained since1 2 1 2
 .  .w z, x is jointly continuous in z, x .
 .LEMMA 3.2. For l - l as defined in 2.8 ,c
dE l .N
) 0 iff l y E l - 0. .Ndl
 .  .   .Proof. The eigenvector for E x , x is w x s w 0, E x , x ,N y q N y q
.x , x andy
­b 0, E x , x , x , x . .N y q " s V x y E x , x .  .N y q­ x
2y b 0, E x , x , x , x . . .N y q "
oChoosing x s x and x s x in Lemma 3.1 and notingq "
­b 0, E x , x , x , x . .N y q q "
0 s
­ x"
­b ­ E x , x .N y qs q V x y E x , x , .  .N y q­ E ­ xN "
the result follows from
2
­ E l w x 1 .  .N qs l y E l . .N x l. 2q­l V 9 x lH w dx  . .qx l.y
2
w x 1 .yy .x l. 2q /V 9 x lH w dx  . .yx l.y
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.3. If V x satisfies iii in 2.8 , then there is E - l sucho c
 .that E E s E .D o o
 .  .  .Proof. We know E l - E l - l . Lemma 3.2 tells us that E lN c D c c N
 .increases as l decreases as long as l ) E l . Hence there is E suchN o
 .that E - l and E E s E .o c D o o
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o  .For E defined in Corollary 3.3, we may choose x - x E such thato y y o
oV 9 x .y o) E y V x’  .o yo4 E y V x . .o y
 .   ..  .since V 9 x r4 E y V x ª ` and E y V x ª 0 as x p x E .’  .o o y o
 .  . 2 2  .Now let's define operators H x and H x which are yd rdx q V xN D
w o x  o .  o .  o .operating on the interval x , x with yw9 x rw x s yV9 x ry y y y
  o ..  .  .  .4 E y V x , but w9 x s 0, w x s 0 at the end points, and l x ,o y N
 .  .  .l x are the lowest eigenvalue of H x , H x , respectively.D N D
 .  . o  .THEOREM 3.4. If V x satisfies 2.8 , then there are x ) x l , r andq q c o
 .  .  .  .w such that yw0 x q V x w x s r w x satisfyingo
o ow9 x yV9 x .  .y y oy s - y E y V x ,’  .o yo ow x 4 E y V x .  . .y o y
o ow9 x V 9 x .  .q q os - y r y V x . 3.3’  . .o qo ow x 4 r y V x .  . .q o q
 .Proof. Using the same argument as Lemma 3.2, dl x rdx ) 0 iffN
 .  .   ..V x y l x ) 0. Since l x l is not greater than the lowest Dirich-N D q c
2 2  . w o  .xlet eigenvalue of the operator yd rdx q V x acting on x , x ly q c
w  .  .x  c .  c .  .which contains x l , x l , we have l x - l x - E l -y c q c N q D q D c
 .  .  .  .l . Since V x ª 0 as x ª ` and l x increases as long as V x ) l x ,c N N
 .  .  .  .there is x such that l x ) l x ) V x for x ) x so that l x sN D N N D D
 .  c .  . oV x for some x g x , x . Consider IVP 3.1 when z s l, b sD D q N
 o .   o .. o ob s yV 9 x r4 E y V x , and x s x . For any x )y y o y y
 o .  .  .x , b b , l, x , x runs from 0 to y` as l goes from l x to l x byD q y y N D
 .  .   ..3.2 . Also V 9 x r4 l y V x increases from y` to 0 as l runs from
 .  .   .  ..V x to `. Thus for each x ) x , there is l x g l x , l x such thatD N D
  . o .  .   .  ..  .  .b b , l x , x , x s V 9 x r4 l x y V x . Since l x - l x -q y y N
 .  .  .   .  ..3r2  .   .l x - l x , we have V 9 x r4 l x y V x - V 9 x r4 l x yD D D D D
 ..3r2  .   .  ..3r2V x and V 9 x r4 l x y V x ª y` and x o x so thatD D D
V 9 x .
- y1 for x close enough to x . 3.4 .D3r24 l x y V x .  . .
o  .  o .Choosing x satisfying 3.4 and putting r s l x , we haveq o q
oV 9 x .qo o ob b , r , x , x s - y r y V x .’ .  .q y o y q o qo4 r y V x . .o q
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 o .  o . o  . oAlso we know l x - r - l x and x ) x l since x ) x )N q o D q q q c q D
 .x l .q c
 .The main task of this section is to show that 3.2 is large for some
appropriate x s x o by finding small upper bounds for the denominator"
and lower bounds for the numerator. Without loss of generality we may
 .assume that in 2.13
 .x xq ’B z s max y2 V x y Re z dx . .  .H / .s zq
x  z .q  .  .  .’If H V x y Re z dx G 1, then there is 0 - d z - x z y s z .s  z . q q qq
such that
1 .x zq ’V x y Re z dx s . 3.5 .  .H 2 .  .x z yd zq q
U  .  .  .  .Hence we can find 0 - d z - d z - s z y x z so thaty y y y
U 1 .  .x z qd zy y ’V x y Re z dx s , .H 2 .x zy
 .  .  .s z x z yd zy q q’ ’V x y Re z dx s V x y Re z dx. .  .H H
 .  .  .x z qd z s zy y q
The following proposition is a kind of WKB estimate on the mass of the
wave function in the barrier penetration region.
 o o.PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that suppressing b and x
w9 z , x z . ."
"Re F 0.
w z , x z . ."
 .Then for d z ) 0 defined abo¨e,"
 .  .  .x z d z x z 2y q y q < <q V x y Re z w z , x dx .  . .H H / .  .  .x z x z d zy q y q
 .  .x z d zq y q ’F exp y2 V x y Re z dx .H / .s zq
=




< < 2 < < 2w z , x z q w z , x z .  . .  .y q
 .  .x z yd zq q ’F Cexp y2 V x y Re z dx .H / .s zq
=
 .s z 2q < <Re z y V x w z , x dx , 3.7 .  .  . .H
 .s zy
where
 .  .x z qd zy yC s min V x y Re z dx , . .H  .x zy
y1
 .x zq V x y Re z dx . . .H / .  .x z yd zq q
 .  . w  .  .xProof. For F x differentiable and F x s 1 on s z , s z andy q
  .  ..some a in an interval s z , s z , we havey q
x  z .qd  z ." "<"F x Rew9 z , x w z , x .  .  . a
w9w q ww9 .  .x z qd z 2 2" " < < < <s " F9 q F V y Re z w q w9 dx . .H 2a
< <F9 .  .x z qd z 2 2" " < < < <G " V y Re z w q w9 F y dx . .H  / ’ . 2 V y Re zs z"
 .s z 2" < <y Re z y V w dx .H /a
so that
x  z .yd  z .q q<F x Rew9 z , x w z , x .  .  . x  z .qd  z .y y
 .  .  .x z yd z s z 2 2q q y < < < <G q V y Re z w q w9 . .H H / .  .  .s z x z qd zq y y
=
< <F9  .s z 2q < <F y dx y Re z y V w dx. 3.8 .  .H /’  .2 V y Re z s zy
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 .Define F x as
x¡ ’exp 2H V x y Re z ds on x G s z .  . /s  z . qq~1 on s z - x - s z .  .F x s . y q
x¢ ’exp y2H V s y Re z ds on x F s z . .  . /s  z . yy
 .  .The choice of F x makes the first two integrals in 3.8 vanish and gives
x  z .yd  z .q qRew9 z , x w z , x N .  . x  z .qd  z .y y
 .  .  .x z yd z s z 2q q q’ < <F exp y2 V y Re z dx Re z y V w dx. .H H / .  .s z s zq y
3.9 .
 .Let f x be a twice differentiable function. Then
 .x zqf 9 x . 2< <yf x Rew9 z , x w z , x q w z , x .  .  .  .
 .  .x z yd z2 q q
f 0 x . .x z 2 2 2q < < < < < <s yf x w9 q V y Re z w q w dx. .  . .H 2 .  .x z yd zq q
3.10 .
 .Taking f x s 1, we have
 .x z 2 2q < < < <w9 z , x q V x y Re z w z , x dx .  .  . .H
 .  .x z yd zq q
s Rew9 z , x z w z , x z .  . .  .q q
y Rew9 z , x z y d z w z , x z y d z . 3.11 .  .  .  .  . .  .q q q q
 .  .  .  .  .  .Replacing x z , x z y d z by x z q d z and x z , respec-q q q q y y
 .  .  .tively, in 3.9 and adding to 3.9 and 3.11 give
 .  .x z x z 2 2q y < < < <q w9 q V y Re z w dx .H H / .  .  .  .x z yd z x z qd zq q y y
 .  .x z yd zx  z . q qq ’<s Rew9w q exp y2 V y Re z dxx  z . Hy  / .s zq
=
 .s z 2q < <Re z y V w dx. .H
 .s zy
 .Hence 3.6 follows from the hypothesis.
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 .  .To show 3.7 , take f x ) 0 satisfying
f x z y d z s 1, f 9 x z y d z s 0, .  .  .  . .  ." " " "
"f 9 x z G 0 . ."
  .  .  .x w  .  .  ..and on x z y d z , x z j x z , x z q d zq q q q y y
f 0 x .
F V x y Re z . 3.12 .  .
2 f x .
 .  .Assuming 3.12 , 3.11 gives
0 G " yf x z Rew9 z , x z w z , x z .  .  . .  .  ." " "
f 9 x z . ." 2< <q w z , x z . ."2
qRew9 z , x z q d z w z , x z q d z . 3.13 .  .  .  .  . .  ." " " " /
 .By the hypothesis, 3.9 , and f ) 0, we have
f 9 x z f 9 x z .  . .  .q y2 2< < < <w z , x z y w z , x z .  . .  .q y2 2
 .  .x z yd zq q ’F exp y2 V x y Re z dx .H / .s zq
=
 .s z 2q < <Re z y V x w z , x dx .  . .H
 .s zy
 .so that 3.13 gives
< < 2 < < 2w z , x z q w z , x z .  . .  .q y




f x z f x z .  . .  .y q
C s min y , /2 2
 .  .x z qd zy ys min V x y Re z dx , . .H  .x zy
y1
 .x zq V x y Re z dx . . .H / .  .x z yd zq q
 .  .It is easily checked that f x defined in the following satisfies 3.12 :
x¡
1 q 2 x y s V s y Re z ds .  . .H
 .  .x z yd zq q
on x z y d z - x .  .q q~f x s . 1 on x z q d z F x F x z y d z .  .  .  .y y q q
 .  .x z qd zy y1 y 2 x y s V x y Re z ds .  . .H
x¢ on x z y d z ) x . .  .y y
PROPOSITION 3.6. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.5, suppose that
U< <V 9 x G a for x g x z , x z q d z .  .  .  .y y y
j x z y d z , x z . 3.14 .  .  .  .q q q
U 16 y1r3 .  .  .Then we ha¨e d z , d z F a andy q 9
< < 2 < < 2w z , x z q w z , x z .  . .  .y q
 .s zy1r3 2q16 < <F 4e a B z Re z y V x w z , x dx. 3.15 .  .  .  . . . H9
 .s zy
 .   . .Proof. Since V x y Re z G a x z y x from the hypothesis, we haveq
1 2 .x z 3r2q ’s V x y Re z dx G ad z .  .H q2 3 .  .x z yd zq q
 .which implies the first statement. To get 3.15 , by Schwarz inequality
21  .x zq ’s V x y Re z dx .H /4  .  .x z yd zq q
 .x zqF d z V x y Re z dx. .  . .Hq
 .  .x z yd zq q
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Similarly
U 1 .  .x z qd zq y V x y Re z dx G . . .H U4d z . .x z yy
The constant in Proposition 3.5 is
y1
 .  .  .x z qd z x zy y qC s min V y Re z dx , V y Re z dx .  .H H / .  .  .x z x z yd zy q q
1 1
F min ,U /4d z d z .  .y q
y1r316
F 4 a . /9
 .  .  .Hence 3.15 is obtained from 3.7 and 3.5 .
 . <   .. < 2  .The formula 3.15 shows that w z, x z are small if B z is small"
  ..  o .and "Reb z, x z F 0. However, we will see our estimates for b z, x"
 o .are only good when V x - Re z. So the following proposition shows that"
<   .. < 2 <  o . < 2an estimate of w z, x z implies one for w z, x ." "
 .  .  .  .  .Let T x s g x Q x for a function g x , z s l y ie e ) 0 and" "
’Q x s "w9 x y i l y V x w x .  .  .  ."
2
"V9 x e .
y q w x . /4 l y V x . . ’2 l y V x .
2
"V9 x e .
y q w x . . /4 l y V x . . ’2 l y V x .
 .PROPOSITION 3.7. For T x , z defined abo¨e suppose that yw0 q Vw"
s zw,
o o< <V 9 x G 2e l y V x ,’ .  ." "
o oV 0 x G 0 for x g x , x l j x l , x . 3.16 .  .  .  .. y y q q
 o .  . w o  .. <  . < 2If Q x F 0, then Q x F 0 for x g x , x l and so w z, x" " y y y
w o  ..  .   . o xincreases for x g x , s l . Similary Q x F 0 for x g x l , x andy y q q q
<  . < 2   . o xw z, x decreases for x g s l , x .q q
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 .  .   .. ’Proof. Let h x be V 9 x r4 l y V x q er2 l y V x . Then .
< < 2T 9 s g 9 y 2 gh w9 .
2’ < <q g 9 l y V q 2hg l y V y 2e g l y V y gV9 w .  . 4
V 9’q y2 g 9 l y V q g 2e q Imw9w 5 /’l y V
y 2 g 9h q gh9 Rew9w . .
y1r2 x .   ..  .’The choice of g x s l y V x expH er l y V s ds makes the .c
first three terms vanish so that
T 9 s y2 g 9h q gh9 Rew9w .
g 0 2’G g w9 y i l y V w y g 9Rew9w . /g 9
 .  .   . o xBy hypothesis g 9 x - 0 and g 0 x ) 0 for all x g x l , x so thatq q
g 0 T .  .  .g F 0 and g 9 9 G 0. Hence we have T x rg 9 x G 0 for all x gg 9 g 9
  . o x  .  .  o .  o .x l , x since T x rg 9 x is decreasing and T x rg 9 x G 0. Thisq q q q
 .  .  .  .implies that T x F 0 and so Q x F 0 which gives 2 Rew9 x w x s
<  . < 2   . o x  .drdx w x negative for all x g x l , x . Moreover, if V x G lq q
2 2< < < <Rew9 z , x w z , x 9 s V x y l w z , x q w9 z , x G 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .   .  .xwhich means that Rew9 z, x w z, x is increasing on s l , x l .q q
 .  .  .  .  .In the same way, c x s w yx satisfies yc 0 x q V yx c x s
 .   ..  .zc x , V yx 9 s yV9 yx and the previous argument shows that if
2o o .  .  . w  .. <  . <Q x F 0, yRew9 x w x F 0 for x g x , s l and so s w z, x isy y y y
increasing.
w xThe following lower bound for the differences operator is proved in 4 .
w  .  .xPROPOSITION 3.8. If yw0 q Vw s zw on x E , x E and m , my o q o 0 1
 . 2 2  .m - m are the two lowest eigen¨alues of H s yd rdx q V x with the0 1 o
 .Neumann boundary condition at x E , then" o
x E .q o< < <2 Re z y m 2Rew9w .  . x E .x e x E 0 y o2q o q o2 < <w dx G w dx 1 y y .H H  /m y m m y m .  .x E x E 1 0 1 0y o y o
3.17 .
 .Now we have a uniform estimate for 3.2 .
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< <  o .  .PROPOSITION 3.9. For z y r - r, suppose that Q x F 0 and V xo " "
 .satisfies 2.8 . The following estimates hold,
< o < 2 < o < 2w z , x q w z , x .  .y q
y1r3 2s  z .q < <4e 16r9 a r q r B r H w z , x dx .  .  .  . . o o s  z .yF ,y1r2x  r .q o1 y 2 rH V x y r dx . .s  r . oq o
2
ox 2q
w z , x dx .H
oxy
< <2 r y m q r . .x E o 02q o < <G w z , x dx 1 y .H  /< <m y m .x E 1 0y o
< <y1r3 E y ro oo< <y 16 max V 9 x q . /" /aq,y
= < o < 2 < o < 2w z , x q w z , x .  . .y q
< <  .so that ­br­ z G K r , r where m , m are as in Proposition 3.8 ando 0 1
xq Eo. < < 2 < < < <H w dx 1 y 2 r y m q r r m y m . .x E . o 0 1 0y o
y1r2x  r .q o1 y 2 rH V s y r ds . . /s  r . oq oK r , r s .o y1r3 2s  z .q < <4e 16r9 a r q r B r H w z , x dx .  .  .  . . o o s  z .y
< <y1r3 E y ro oo< <y 16 max V 9 x q . . /" /aq,y
 .  .  .  .Proof. It is easily checked that 2.8 and 2.12 imply 3.14 and 3.16 .
By Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.7
< o < 2 < o < 2w z , x q w z , x .  .y q
< < 2 < < 2F w z , x z q w z , x z .  . .  .y q
y1r316  .s z 2q < <F 4e a B r q r r q r w z , x dx .  .  .Ho o /9  .s zy
 .since Re zB z is increasing w.r.t. Re z. Note that
1r2 1r2 y1r2
V x y r y r G V x y r y r V x y r .  .  . .  .  .o o o
  . .1r2   . .y1r2   . 4and V x y r F r V x y r on x : V x y r - r , so thato o o
B r .o
B r q r F .o y1r2x  r .q o1 y 2 rH V s y r ds . .s  r . oq o
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x < <using e F 1r1 y x for x F 1. This proves the first statement. For the
second statement, Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.8 imply that
o  .x x Eq q o2 2w dx y w dxH H
o  .x x Ey y o
o . xx E qy o 2G y q w dxH H /o  .x x Ey q o
< o < < < 2 < < 2G ymax x E y x w x E q w x E .  .  . .  . ." o " y o q o
< <y1r3 E y ro o 2 2o o o< < < < < <G y 16 max V 9 x q w x q w x .  .  . . /" y q /aq,y
since we have
< o < < < < o <x E y x F x E y x r q x r y x .  .  .  .q o q q o q o q o q
< < < o <V x E y V x r V x E y V x .  .  .  . .  .  .q o q o q o qF q
< < < <min V 9 s min V 9 s .  .
< <y1r3 E y ro oo< <F 16 max V 9 x q . /q aq,y
 .  .by the mean value theorem, 3.3 and 3.14 . Combining Proposition 3.8
with the above gives the second statement and the last one follows from
 .3.2 and the first and second statements.
 o .Many results in this section depend on Q x F 0. Let's denote by" "
 .  o .C l y ie the set where Q x F 0, which is a circle whose radius is" " "
 .   o .  o ..the magnitude of the real part of the center. By 2.9 , a l, x , a l, xy q
 .for the outgoing solution lies inside the product of similar circles C l =y
 .  .  .C l , but not necessarily in C l y ie = C l y ie . The circlesq y q
oV 9 x .q oC s b : b y q i r y V x - r’  .q q q o q qo 5 /4 r y V x . .o q
and
oyV9 x .y oC s b : b y q i E y V x - r’  .y y y o y yo 5 /4 E y V x . .o y
 .are contained in C l y ie for all l y ie g N, respectively, where"
< <N s z : z y r - r and Im z F 0 4o
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and
< o < < o <V 9 x V 9 x r .  .q q
r s yq o 2o4 r q r y V x . . r y r y V xo q  . .o q
3r
q ,
o2 r y r y V x’  .o q
o o < <V 9 x V 9 x 4r q E y r .  .  .y y o o
r s yy o 2o4 r q r y V x . . 4 r y r y V xo y  . .o y
< <3r q E y ro oq .
o2 r y r y V x’  .o y
Ä o Ä o o o  .  ..   .  ..Let b l, x , b l, x be the closest point to a l, x , a l, x iny q y q
 .C = C . For each z g N and each b g C , consider IVP 3.1 . Wey q y y
 .define a function F : C = C = N ª C by F b , b , z sy q y q
 o o .b b , z, x , x y b . By Theorem 3.4,q y y q q
yV9 x o V 9 x o .  .y q
F , , r s 0oo o /4 E y V x 4 r y V x .  . .  .o y o q
and Proposition 3.9 implies
o 2x oo o qoyH w b , z , x , x dx­ F ­b b , z , x , x  . . x y yq y y q ys s / 0.2o o­ z ­ z r b , z , x , x .y y q
Hence the implicit function theorem says that there is a neighborhood
  o .   o ..  o .   o ...M = M of yV9 x r4 E y V x , V 9 x r4 r y V x andy q y o y q o q
 .f : M = M ª C s.t. f M = M ; N,y q y q
yV9 x o V 9 x o .  .y q
f , s r ,oo o /4 E y V x 4 r y V x .  . .  .o y o q
 .and for each b , b g M = M ,y q y q
w9 b , f b , b , x o , x o . .q y q y q s b .qo ow b , f b , b , x , x . .y y q y q
Let r satisfy the inequality
V 9 x o yV9 x o .  .y q y1max , K r , r - r . 3.18 .  .oo o /E y V x r y V x .  .o y o q
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 .LEMMA 3.10. If 3.18 holds, the circle C is contained in the range"
yV9 x o .y o o <b , z , x , x z g N .q y qo 5 /4 E y V x . .o y
o  o .   o .. oProof. Let b g C , b s yV9 x r4 E y V x and b sq q y y o y q
 o .   o ..  o o o . oV 9 x r4 r y V x . By Theorem 3.4, b b , r , x , x s b g Cq o q q y o y q q q
 .when r is small. There is a unique solution z t near r such thato
 o  . o o .  . ob b , z t , x , x s 1 y t b q tb for all t small. Thenq y y q q q
 o  . o o . o  .  < <db b , z t , x , x rdt s b y b . If z t is a solution in z y r -q y y q q q o
4  .rr2 for 0 F t F 1 with z 0 s r , then b is in the range. We haveo q
y1dz ­bq o< <s b y bq q /dt ­ z
y1F 2 r K r , r .q o
oV 9 x .q y1
- 2 K r , r - rr2 .oo4 r y V x . .o q
 .if 3.18 holds, so the solution does exist for 0 F t F 1.
 . o oConsider the same IVP as 3.1 when x - x and b s
 o o o.  o o o.  o o .w9 b , z, x , x rw b , z, x , x . We may define b b , z, x , x sy
 o o .  o o .yw9 b , z, x , x rw b , z, x , x . By Lemma 3.10 for each b g C ,q q
 o o o .there is an eigenvalue z g N such that b b , z , x , x s b whichb q y b y q qq q
 o o . oimplies b b , z , x , x s b .q q b q y yq
  . o o .  .   . oLet b g C and b b , z t , x , x s 1 y t b b , z b , x ,y y y q q y y q q q
o .   o o . 4x q tb . We also see C ; b b , z, x , x N z g N for each b gy y y y q q y q
C sinceq
odz V 9 x .y y1
- 2 K r , r - rr2. .oodt 4 E y V x . .o y
 .  .Hence if 3.18 holds then for each b , b g C = C , there is any q q q
eigenvalue z g N with the boundary condition b at x o . Now theb , b " "y q Ä o Ä o  .  ..function l ª Re f b l, x , b l, x maps the interval I s ReN con-y q
 .tinuously itself. So it has a fixed point in the interval say l . In othero
 .  .  .  .words there is z g N Re z s l and c such that yc 0 x q V x c xo o o
 .s zc x with
c 9 x o c 9 x o .  .y qo oÄ Äy s b l , x and s b l , x . .  .o y o qo oc x c x .  .y q
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 .It is not hard to see the existence of r small satisfying 3.18 by consider-
 .ing a quadratic inequality if B r is small. We can now prove Proposi-o
tion 2.6.
 .Proof of Proposition 2.6. By 2.9 we know
o oV 9 x V 9 x .  .y yo oa l , x y y i l y V x F’ .  .o y o yo o4 l y V x 4 l y V x .  . .  .o y o y
so that
Ä o o< <b l , x y a l , x .  .o y o y
oV 9 x .yo oF a l , x y y i l y V x y r’ .  .o y o y yo4 l y V x . .o y
o oV 9 x V 9 x .  .y yq yo o4 l y V x 4 r y V x .  . .  .o y o y
o oq l y V x y r y V x’ ’ .  .o y o y
o oV 9 x V 9 x .  .y yF yo o4 l y V x 4 r q r y V x .  . .  .o y o y
o < <V 9 x E y r .y o oq sup r q supo o4 l y V x . . 2 l y V x’  .l ly y
o < < < <V 9 x E y r q 4r 3r q E y r .  .y o o o oq q2 oo 2 r y r y V x’  .4 r y r y V x . . o yo y
o < < < <V 9 x 2 r q E y l 2 r q E y l .  .y o o o oF q .2 oo l y 2 r y V x’  .2 l y 2 r y V x . . o yo y
< <  .The estimate for d holds without E y l in the above and so 2.15 isq o o
 .  .obtained. We already have an estimate of 3.7 in terms of B r ino
Proposition 3.9 but it can be rephrased in terms of e noting that




e eD2 2o o< < < <c x q c x F F .  .y q omin Im b x 1 y dD ."
o o .  .  .  .since Im b x G Im a l, x y d by 2.10 and 2.15 ." " "
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